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1.

INTRODUCTION

A simulation research about speech transmissio n using a
super-dire ctivity loudspeake r in special environmen ts surrounded by the wall which has high reflective coefficien t
was investigat ed.
In those surrounded environmen t, as sound waves usually
accompany with many echo components due to multiple reflections, the speech intelligib ility of recieved speech is generally extremly degraded.
It is easy to think of long highway tunnels and subways
, so on as such special environmen ts.
In case of fire in
suchlike special environmen ts, it is very desirable to give
a crowd of people under panic some pertinent informatio ns
about refuge.
In such circumstan ces, public addressing by loudspeakers is one of the best way to transmit the speech message.
However, as already mentioned above, It seems that the
pablic addressing by loudspeake r is not able to be used
practically becouse of poor speech intelligib ility due to
the multiple reflection s in those environmen ts.
Generally, there are two causes for the degradatio n of
the speech intelligib ility .
One is interferin g noise and
the other is delay distortion based on the multiple reflections.
In this paper, the effect of the interferin g noise
is ignored and only the delay distortion is considered as
the cause of the degradatio n of the speech intelligib ility .
Because, it depends on the fact that it is possible to
ignore the degradatio n of speech intelligib ility due to )he
interfering noise if signal to noise ratio is over 19dB,1
and we assume the signal to noise ratio to be satisfied the
above c ondition.
On the other hand, the delay distortion due to the
multiple reflection s is mu ch influenced by , some factors con
cerning loudspeake r, namely setting position, radiation
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SOUND ARTICULATION IMPROVEMENT BY NONLINEAR
PARAMETRIC LOUDSPEAKER (SIMULATION RESULT)

Computer simulation was performed by using two kinds of
sound sources. One was the nonlinear parametric loudspeaker
described in section 2 and the other was a usual trampet
type horn loudspeaker.
The directivity patterns of
each loudspeaker at 0 . 5KHz,lKHz,2KHz,4KHz are shown in Fig.2
and Fig . 3.
Fig.4 shows the result of calculation of MTF, and Fig.5
shows the result of STI and the sound articulation.
According to Fig.5, about 14% improvement of the sound articulation could be obtained using nonlinear parametric loudspeaker as a sound source.
As the conclusion, it become clear that a very sharp
directivity sound sources is very effective to improve the
sound articulation in the reverbrent space such as tunnels
of concrete wall .
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Fig . 2 Directivity pattern
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a ) Horn l oudspeaker

b ) Nonlinear Parametric
loudspeaker
Fig . 4 MTF for 1 octave bands centered at .5 to 4KHz
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